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EILAT SPECIALS

Royal Beach B/B      £559                        £669
KSP H/B          £452                         £529
Agamin B/B      £352             £429
Lagoona A/I      £452              £529
Sport A/I       £452                          £539
Royal Gdns R/O 4 share  £345                        £419
Herods H/B       £585       £685
Dan    BB        £505                        £739
Dan Pan H/B      £425                        £499
Moriah H/B      £495                        £589

Israel - Pesach
21 April 11nts

Luton/Stanstead 
Extra flights now available

ELAL & charter
Tel Aviv

Hilton, David Intercontinental
Sheraton,

Dan Panorama,
Crown Plaza
Herzlia

Accadia, Daniel
Dead Sea

Jerusalem
Inbal, Dan Pan
Sheraton Plaza
and many more

SUMMER SUN '05

PESACH AT 
THE ACCADIA

free upgrade pay for 
standard room and stay 
in 1st floor garden chalet

21 April - 11 nights

£1319

21 April - 11 nights
fantastic offers

for bookings made
before Jan 27

Royal Beach          £1999
Dan               £1849
Hilton               £1779
King Solomon (HB)  £1399
Le Meridien           £1399
Sheraton Moriah  £1249
Dan Panorama (HB)£1189
Lagoona (all inc)   £1149
Palmira               £889

 24, 31 January, 7 Feb      

flyexpert@aol.com

Des Bains, Venice
Radisson, Nice

Montfleury,
Carlton, Noga Hilton 

Cannes
11 nights full board
including Sedorim

Call for details

 Mardaval, Majorca
Kempinski, Spain

  Mare-Pineta, Italy
  Sheraton Algarve, 

Portugal
Sani Beach, Greece

7 nts B/B
7 & 14 March

7 nts H/B

PESACH IN
ITALY/FRANCE

Incl Luton Flights. suppl for Heathrow £40

PESACH 
IN EILAT

TURKEY / ITALY 
SUMMER 05

HILLSIDE BEACH & SU HOTELS
TORKAD PALACE

LYKIA WORLD
GALLIA MARE E PINETA

AURELIA

7TH

 Golden Tulip
Le Meridian

artConfine
German and Austrian
refugees from Nazism must have
thought their troubles were over
when they successfully reached
British shores. They were wrong, as
an exhibition at the London Jewish
Cultural Centre reminds us.  

In 1940, the British government
decided to intern the majority of
German and Austrian male
refugees, even those who had been
classified as posing no risk to
national security.  

“Art Behind Barbed Wire”
brings together 50 works made by
these refugees during their
internment. The artists include
Jews who had fled as a result of
religious persecution, and also non-
Jews who had been forced to leave
Germany after their work had been
branded “degenerate” by the Nazis.  

The exhibition reveals the
different reactions to internment.
While some of the artists were
obviously deeply traumatised, and
produced nightmarish scenes, others
recorded their surroundings more
objectively.

The core of the display is a
collection of works on paper on loan
from the Walker Art Gallery in
Liverpool, which were exhibited to
great acclaim in 2004.  They include
pictures by Walter Nessler, who
spent most of his internment
drawing, apparently to relieve the
“desperate boredom.” 

The drawings, showing a
community dominated by watch
towers and guards, were made using
good quality materials that Nessler
may have brought with him when he

was arrested.  He was lucky — most
of the other artists had to improvise
with what was available in the camps.  

Also from the Walker are a series
of works by Hugo Dachinger, several
of which were made on newspapers.
Again images of watchtowers and
barbed wire dominate. The inmates
stand around in huddles with little
idea of what to do and where to go.
Titles such as “Dead End” or “Empty
Days” give an insight into their
mood.

Also on display are two prints by
Erich Kahn, a German-born artist
who had been in a Nazi prison camp.
This new period of captivity caused
him to create images full of wide-
eyed, emaciated figures looking out
at the viewer in terror.  

Hermann Fechenbach found
internment intolerable and went on
hunger strike. His small linocut
focuses in particular on the barbed
wire that surrounded the camps.  

The yearnings of the prisoners are
represented in Martin Bloch’s
powerful “Miracle in an Internment
Camp,” where the inmates’ herring
ration turns into their loved ones.  

Finally, the avant-garde artist Kurt
Schwitters made portraits of his
fellow internees… out of left-over
porridge. Needless to say, these
works did not survive the war.

“Art Behind Barbed Wire” is at the
London Jewish Cultural Centre, The Old
House, Kidderpore Avenue, NW3, until
March 17. 

KING LEAR
ALBERY ✡✡✡✡✡

The core of Corin Redgrave’s
fascinating Lear is revealed in the
opening moments of Bill Alexander’s
terrific RSC production when the
monarch takes to the stage as a
doddering old man, bent double and
leaning heavily on his walking stick. 

Then, with a guffaw, Lear stands
bolt upright, discarding his stick —
and his shtick — and drinking in the
applause from his sycophantic family
and courtiers. So we have a Lear as a

practical joker, an insight that makes
enlightening sense of the ridiculous
test he sets his three daughters, the
trigger for his fall from grace. 

But even more importantly
Redgrave’s thrilling vision allows a
glimpse of the condition, impotent
frailty, for which the King has most
contempt. And you don’t have to be
Freud to conclude that this is also the
condition this Lear most dreads. 

Thereafter, Redgrave makes the
most out of Lear’s dawning
realisation that his worst fear has
come to pass. When one of his
daughter’s servants blithely walks by,
the King freezes, incredulously
replaying the impudence in his head. 

Redgrave’s performance is
studded with these beautifully
observed moments, and gets superb
support from Emily Redmond and
Ruth Gemmell as the stone-hearted
daughters. Gemmell’s Regan shivers
with a sadistic thrill when David
Hargreaves’s gullible Gloucester has
his eyes gouged out by Anatol
Yusef’s thuggish Cornwall. And
Matthew Rhys gives the calculating
Edmund a wryly funny side. 

But the key to this production,
which has a 20th-century setting,
inevitably remains Redgrave. If
psychological motive is everything in
Shakespeare — and it is —
Redgrave’s Lear has it all. 

EXHIBITION:
Julia Weiner
views images
born of
internment

THEATRE: Corin Redgrave’s compelling King is
psychologically spot on, reckons John Nathan

Empty days: Hugo Dachinger portrays the boredom of camp life

Mad about this Lear


